BLOCKCHANCE
Online LIVE

BLOCKCHANCE is one of Europe’s leading blockchain
technology platforms with an annual congress and
trade fair. It connects leaders and innovators who are
creating inspiring concepts and solutions within
blockchain technology.

Dr. Peter Tschentscher, First Mayor of Hamburg is a supporter,
honorary patron and opening host of BLOCKCHANCE Congress

BLOCKCHANCE Online LIVE is an online broadcasted
talk show that strives to build bridges, spawn new
collaborations, and manifest trust across multiple
branches, industries and organizations by debating
about the new era of blockchain, AI, and sustainable
technology.

Concept
BLOCKCHANCE Online LIVE provides a discussion platform to inform and
discuss current developments in the blockchain and DLT space as well as
connected technologies such as AI and its impact on sustainability.
We will invite thought leaders, developers, innovators, investors, politicians
and other stakeholders regularly (once a week) to discuss a hot topic. These
are personalities who inspire us with new insights and solutions for the big
challenges of our time.
The key arguments of the discussion will be published in an article
To enable a debate beyond the participants of the event. We are not looking
for long and boring opinion-based chats, but reasoned arguments and
debates. Our goal is to inspire our community an to transport our vision of a
desirable world.

Publication of Findings
After each BLOCKCHANCE Online LIVE, we will write
an article summarizing the key arguments. The results
will be published on our blog and social media
channels. The Show will be always available on
YouTube

Every Wednesday
We will use our Telegram, Twitter and Reddit channels
to collect topic suggestions. The events are streamed
live on Wednesdays starting at 5 pm (CET/CEST). Our
priority streaming channel is YouTube. We also stream
on LinkedIn Live to reach Executives

Our Hosts
Albert Peci, Berlin - IT expert, developer and
poet. Working on a novel about the Nakamoto
myth. Using blockchain to build a better world

Holly Hylton, NYC - musical producer, artist,
blockchain evangelist and social impact
activist

Sönke Mißfeld, Hamburg - driven by his
expertise in economic and ﬁnancial systems and
especially the gold market, always seeking a solid
grasp of the big picture

Our network of speakers is international and versatile. Allianz, Binance, Bitmain,
BMW, Börse Stuttgart, Club of Rome, ConsenSys, Deloitte, Deutsche Bahn,
European Commission, ECB, IOTA, Mercedes, Ripple, Tesla, Tron, UN, VW and
many more

Become a Sponsor

BLOCKCHANCE Online
LIVE Partnership
Premium partner logo at:
blockchance.eu/live
Get word of thanks at:
YouTube video description
Newsletter announcement
Live at the show
Event blog

7,500€
10 Shows - 12,000€
25 Shows - 25,000€
5 Shows -
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Fabian Friedrich
CEO at Blockchance and
Blockchance Ventures GmbH,
founder at INATBA, board of
directors at Hanseatic Blockchain
Institute, and writer for the Forbes
Communication Council
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